Van Conversion Centre
Welcome to CoTrim

Flexivan Business

Your Safety & Comfort is our priority
CoTrim is a well-established conversion company, driven by
the highest standards of service and quality; established for
over 23 years, and a market leader in crew van, wheelchair
access and minibus conversions.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Flexivan Classic

Established client base
High repeat business ratio
Experienced and responsive
Very low staff turnover
Volkswagen Commercial Vehicles Accredited Converter
Volkswagen Delivery Point Code
Secure vehicle compound with CCTV
Conversions compliant with Whole Vehicle Type
Approval Legislation.
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Flexivan XE5
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Our Standards

Flexivan XE5 Plus

The products we install are rigorously tested, certified
and fully compliant with stringent EC safety standards for
Whole Vehicle Type Approval.
This ensures all vehicles are ‘Safe to use on the road and
have a lower impact on the Environment.’
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Accessories
C-Sport

Working closely with the VCA, (Vehicle Certification
Agency) CoTrim has been granted Conformity of
Production, backed up by a UKAS approved ISO9001
quality management system.
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Our Vision
To remain at the forefront of the vehicle conversion industry
through ongoing growth and investment, and a commitment
to solving challenges and needs of our customers.

Our Mission
To consistently provide the highest levels of quality and
support, by an in-depth understanding of the needs of our
customers, and the ways in which we can provide solutions
to those needs.

Our Commitment
Proven commitment to finding cost-effective
and innovative solutions.
Consistent and unbroken accreditation to relevant
ISO Quality Standards.
Long-standing track record of confidentiality, trust
and core values.

In-depth understanding and knowledge of vehicle
conversions and associated products.
Ongoing policy of acquisition of new equipment
maintains our unmatched capabilities in the field.
Pro-active and responsive to H&S issues, minimising
our impact on the environment.

Our Values
• Clear and straightforward in our communications
• Trustworthy and accurate in our dealings
• Flexible and open-minded in our approach.
• Committed to seeing your project through
• Progressive, seeking new challenges
• Supportive and helpful in achieving your objectives.

Our Range of Conversions:

Our Warranty:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

All CoTrim conversions are covered by our
comprehensive three year/100,000 mile warranty

Camper Vans
Crew vans
Mess vans
Minibuses
Wheelchair Accessible vehicles
Specialist vehicles
Leather upholstery
Accessories including bulkheads, roof racks,
luggage racks, steps, windows, storage
systems, load ramps and lift

Contact us on:

T. 01722 324 524
F. 01722 343 888
sales@cotrim.co.uk
www.cotrim.co.uk

Top-of-the-range multi-purpose vehicle
packed with style & flair

COTRIM FLEXIVAN BUSINESS
SEATING LAYOUTS
Illustrating the two most popular
four and five seat configurations.

If you need a vehicle that offers all the benefits of a standard
Transporter, yet featuring a high level of comfort with an exclusive
style that will make you stand out from the crowd, then look no
further than CoTrim’s new Flexivan.

Note: Dual front cab passenger
seat is an option from Volkswagen

Stylish and comfortable for the work and
leisure enthusiast
The Flexivan elevates Transporter comfort to a new level.
Whatever your line of business, the chances are you spend quite
a lot of time in your vehicle. Whether you are a busy executive
who likes to be chauffeur driven to allow you to work during your
travels, or a busy tradesman with a family who likes to combine
work and leisure, then the Transporter Flexivan could be for you.

Sit comfortably
The additional CoTrim rail-mounted Comfort Flexi-seats fitted to
the passenger compartment are equipped with reclining backrests,
lift-up armrests, adjustable headrests and under-seat swivels. The
inset floor rail system combined with the quick release seat to
floor fixings, allows the seats to be easily relocated to almost
any position on the floor rails.

(For illustration purposes only - not to scale).

The optional two-tone leather upholstery, complete with contrast
stitching and Flexivan logo, sets the tone, and completes the
picture.
In addition, the optional swivelling front seats along with a multifunction table, combine to create the perfect vehicle for business
meetings.

Sleep comfortably
If you spend time away from the office or home, and need a
place to sleep, then there is the optional night-time pack. This
consists of either the Tourer triple Flexi-seat which converts into
a comfortable bed, or the VTech elevating roof, with optional
Deluxe bed pack.
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STANDARD CONVERSION SPECIFICATION

OPTIONS & ACCESSORIES

Front – 2 single seats as factory supplied – please refer
to manufacturers brochure for full description and options.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Passenger Compartment – 2 single Comfort Flexi-seats
with reclining backrests, adjustable headrests, lift-up arms
and under-seat swivels, installed to inset Flexi-rail system
with quick release floor fixings. Removable multi-function
table fitted between seats. Hard wearing wipe clean
floor covering. LED strip light to side and rear saloon step
access.

Tourer rock n roll seat bed in lieu of Comfort Flexi-seats
Multi-function table to fit Flexi-rail floor
Reimo VTech open sky front elevating roof
Reimo bed pack for use with above
VW fixed and opening windows
Interior insulation and trim to sides and ceiling
LED lighting
Speakers
12v lighter and USB power sockets
240v hook-up
Leisure battery, invertor and split charge system
Solar Panel

•
•
•
•
•
•

Webasto heater

•
•
•
•
•
•

C-Sport exterior styling

Drop down DVD player
Underseat swivels to cab seats
Restraint systems
Storage console between front cab seats
VB 4 corner air suspension, to improve ride comfort and adjust
ride heights from normal to Sport, off-road or car park
Dashboard styling
Side and rear awnings
Roof rail system
Bike carrier
Wheelchair passenger access and restraint system
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Loads of space for luggage
Where there are people there is luggage, and the Flexivan has ample storage space behind the seats with optional integrated storage
compartments. There is even more space if you choose the long-wheelbase version, and if you wish to carry additional items such as
bikes or surf boards, then a roof rail system or bike carrier can be added.

THE MOBILE OFFICE
Illustrating the additional single Comfort Flexi-seats to the
passenger compartment in optional leather trim. Shown with
the foldaway table between set up ready for work. Behind the
front seats are optional storage boxes, especially useful for
laptops or similar work-related equipment - refer to page 18.

MULTI-FUNCTION
TABLE WITH BUILT IN
DRINKS HOLDERS

FLEXIBLE SEAT OPTIONS
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To create a conference style environment for
on-site meetings with clients or colleagues, or to have
lunch on the go, then just specify the optional under-seat
swivels which allows the front seats to be turned easily
as required.

CARGO AREA VIEW

SINGLE COMFORT FLEXI-SEAT

This picture highlights the large space for luggage or
cargo behind the additional seats including optional
storage boxes to rear wheelarches. The inset flush
fitting floor rail is also clearly visible, along with the
fully insulated and trimmed side and ceiling panels and
additional ceiling speakers.

Equipped with reclining backrest, lift-up
armrests, adjustable headrest and underseat swivel. The flush mounted floor rail system,
combined with the quick release seat to floor fixings,
allow the seats to be easily relocated to almost any
position on the floor rails.
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Combi day van with a difference
COTRIM FLEXIVAN CLASSIC
SEATING LAYOUT

If you need a vehicle that offers all the benefits of a standard
Transporter Kombi, but with somewhere to sleep comfortably
while away for work or leisure, then CoTrim’s new Flexivan
Classic is the right choice for you.

Illustrating the popular five seat configuration.
Note: Dual front cab passenger seat is an option
from Volkswagen

Rock n roll seat
The Flexivan Classic’s centre piece is its Tourer rock n roll
seat bed. Installed to the same Flexi-rail system used in the
Flexivan Business model, this versatile bench seat can be easily
moved forwards or backwards on the rail system, or removed
completely if needed to provide extra cargo or luggage space.
In addition, the seat can be quickly folded down flat to provide
a comfortable bed.

(For illustration purposes only - not to scale).

Accessories
Table, power, lighting, C-Sport leather and styling can also be
added to enhance your vehicle, and if you need further flexibility
and space to sleep, then there is the Reimo VTech elevating roof
and Deluxe bed pack.

Nearside sliding door, illustrating storage for
optional folding picnic table

STANDARD CONVERSION SPECIFICATION
Front – 2 single seats as factory supplied – please refer
to manufacturers brochure for full description and options.
Passenger Compartment
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•

Tourer removable rock n roll seat bed installed to inset
Flexi-rail system with quick release floor fixings

•
•
•
•
•

Hard wearing wipe clean floor covering
LED strip light to side and rear saloon step access
Carpet trimmed panels to saloon sides and doors
Grey ABS wheelarch covers to rear
Ceiling - VW grey hardboard panels as factory supplied

OPTIONS & ACCESSORIES

•
•
•
•
•
•

Foldable picnic table to nearside sliding door

•

Carpet trim to exposed interior paintwork where possible,
including rear of B pillars, C and D pillars and cant rails

•
•
•
•

Interior insulation to sides and ceiling

Multi-function table to fit Flexi-rail floor
Reimo VTech open sky front elevating roof
Reimo bed pack for use with above
VW fixed and opening windows
Light grey headlining cloth trim to standard VW low roof
ceiling

LED lighting
Speakers
12v lighter and USB power sockets

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

240v hook-up

•
•
•
•
•
•

C-Sport leather trim and exterior styling

Leisure battery, inverter and split charge system
Solar Panel
Webasto night heater
Underseat swivels to cab seats
Storage console between front cab seats
VB 4 corner air suspension, to improve ride comfort and adjust
ride heights from normal to Sport, off-road or car park
Side and rear awnings
Roof rail system
Bike carrier
Curtain/blinds to cab and saloon windows
Wheelchair passenger access and restraint system
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Loads of space for luggage
Where there are people there is luggage, and the Flexivan has ample storage space behind the seats with optional storage compartments.
There is even more space if you choose the long-wheelbase version, and if you wish to carry additional items such as bikes or surf
boards, then a roof rail system or bike carrier can be added.

THE CLASSIC DAY VAN
Illustrating the additional Tourer removable rock n roll seat bed with
front passenger seat fitted with optional swivel

Tourer rock n roll seat bed folded flat to form a comfortable bed

CARGO AREA
These illustrations highlight the large
space for luggage or cargo behind the
additional seats, including optional
storage to cargo area sides. The inset
flush fitting floor rails are also clearly
visible, along with the fully insulated
and trimmed side and ceiling panels.

TOURER SEAT BED
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The ultimate day van for work and leisure

COTRIM FLEXIVAN XE5
SEATING LAYOUT

If you need a vehicle that offers all the benefits of a standard
Transporter Kombi, but includes a comfortable place to sleep
while away for work or leisure, then look no further than CoTrim’s
new Flexivan XE5.

Illustrating the popular five seat configuration.
Note: Dual front cab passenger seat is an option
from Volkswagen

Rock n roll seat
The XE5’s centre piece is the Reimo rock n roll seat bed. Installed
behind the front seats, this versatile bench seat can be easily
moved forwards or backwards on the rail system, or removed
completely if needed to provide extra cargo or luggage space.
In addition, the seat can be quickly folded down flat to provide
a large comfortable bed when required.

Elevating roof

(For illustration purposes only - not to scale).

If you need extra space to sleep the XE5 comes standard with
the Reimo VTech elevating roof and Deluxe bed pack.

Accessories
C-Sport leather and body styling can also be added to enhance
your vehicle, or to elevate the ride to that of a luxury coach VB
air suspension can be added - refer to page 18.

Nearside sliding door, illustrating optional
folding picnic table stowed away

STANDARD CONVERSION SPECIFICATION
Front – Front – 2 single seats as factory supplied – please
refer to manufacturers brochure for full description and options.
Passenger Compartment
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•

Reimo 3000 removable rock n roll seat bed installed to inset
Reimo-rail system with quick release floor fixings

•
•
•
•

Hard wearing wipe clean floor covering

•

Grey leatherette trimmed panel to rear tailgate

LED strip light to side and rear saloon step access
Interior insulation to sides
Grey ABS full height trim panels to saloon sides
and sliding door

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Foldable picnic table to nearside sliding door

•

Storage seat-box trimmed black, to front offside saloon, to house
battery and provide additional storage with access via lift-up lid.
Removable cushions to create full width bed

•
•
•

240v and 12v power sockets

Reimo VTech open sky front elevating roof
Reimo bed pack for use with above
VW opening privacy windows to sliding door and opposite
VW privacy glazed rear tailgate
LED lighting
240v hook-up to rear offside including consumer unit, leisure
battery and split charge system

Solar Panel
Webasto night heater

OPTIONS & ACCESSORIES

•
•
•
•
•
•

Table, removable, attached to Reimo seat

•
•
•
•
•
•

C-Sport leather trim and exterior styling

Speakers
Inverter
Underseat swivels to cab seats
Storage console between front cab seats
VB 4 corner air suspension, to improve ride comfort and adjust
ride heights from normal to Sport, off-road or car park
Side and rear awnings
Roof rail system
Bike carrier
Curtain/blinds to cab and saloon windows
Wheelchair passenger access and restraint system
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Loads of space for luggage
Where there are people there is luggage, and the Flexivan has ample storage space behind the seats with optional storage compartments.
There is even more space if you choose the long-wheelbase version, and if you wish to carry additional items such as bikes or surf
boards, then a roof rail system or bike carrier can be added.

THE XE5 DAY VAN
Illustrating the additional Reimo removable rock n roll seat bed fitted
to inset rail floor system with anti-slip rubber floor to match cab
area. LED strip light to stepwell
Rock n roll seat bed folded flat to form a comfortable bed

CARGO AREA
This picture highlights the large space for luggage or
cargo behind the additional seats with bed platform
folded up. The inset flush fitting floor rails are also
clearly visible, along with the ABS moulded side panels,
additional speakers and LED ceiling lighting.
Rear bed platform/shelf shown in travelling position.
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Versatile campervan packed with home
comforts

COTRIM FLEXIVAN XE5 PLUS
SEATING LAYOUT

The XE5 Plus elevates campervan comfort to a new level.

Illustrating the popular five seat configuration.

For holidays a weekend away or everyday use this is the
perfect vehicle for any occasion!

Note: Dual front cab passenger seat is an option
from Volkswagen

Standard equipment includes the Reimo rock n roll seat bed and
Vtech elevating roof as with the XE5.
In addition, the Plus variant comes equipped with fitted
furniture and a kitchen with all mod cons including a fridge,
sink, cooker, large wardrobe with clothes compartment and
additional storage space. A spacious countertop and dining
table completes the impressive facilities.

(For illustration purposes only - not to scale).

STANDARD CONVERSION SPECIFICATION
Front – Front – 2 single seats as factory supplied – please
refer to manufacturers brochure for full description and options.
Passenger Compartment
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•

Reimo 3000 removable rock n roll seat bed installed to inset
Reimo-rail system with quick release floor fixings

•
•
•
•
•
•

Hard wearing wipe clean floor covering.
LED strip light to side and rear saloon step access
Interior insulation to sides
Carpet trim to saloon sides
Foldable picnic table to nearside sliding door
Reimo VTech open sky front elevating roof

•
•
•
•
•
•

Reimo bed pack for use with above

•
•
•
•
•

Inverter

VW opening privacy windows to sliding door and opposite
VW privacy windows to rear sides
VW privacy glazed rear tailgate
LED lighting
240v hook-up to rear offside including consumer unit, leisure
battery and split charge system
240v and 12v power sockets
Solar Panel
Webasto night heater
Reimo Triostyle kitchen to offside saloon

OPTIONS & ACCESSORIES

•
•
•
•
•

Table, removable, attached to Reimo seat

•
•
•
•
•
•

C-Sport leather trim and exterior styling

Speakers
Underseat swivels to cab seats
Storage console between front cab seats
VB 4 corner air suspension, to improve ride comfort and adjust
ride heights from normal to Sport, off-road or car park
Side and rear awnings
Roof rail system
Bike carrier
Curtain/blinds to cab and saloon windows
Wheelchair passenger access and restraint system
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FEATURES & ACCESSORIES

STORAGE CONTAINER TO
LUGGAGE AREA

STYLING

STORAGE BOX
Fitted behind front seats

Fitted over wheelarches to create additional
storage

PASSENGER COMPARTMENT
CEILING

FRONT SPLITTER
For that ‘business’ look

REAR SPOILER
Available for tailgate or wing door

Trimmed headlining with
LED lights and speakers

Create a lasting impression
The Flexivan’s stylish looks aren’t restricted to the interior. You can
specify the body colour of your choice from the manufacturers
standard range. Enhancements such as 18” alloy wheels, with a
wide choice of designs to suit most tastes, air suspension that
elevates the ride to that of a luxury coach, allowing a choice

of heights from normal to Sport, off-road or car park and selflevel when parked, full body kit, including lower front spoiler
and splitter with side skirts or polished steel side bars and a
rear tailgate spoiler, all add up to ensure the Flexivan is a real
head-turner.

VB 4 CORNER AIR SUSPENSION, TO IMPROVE
RIDE COMFORT AND ADJUST RIDE HEIGHTS FROM
NORMAL TO SPORT, OFF-ROAD OR CAR PARK

SIDE BARS
Angled chrome styling bars

REAR BUMPER
Moulded protector for upper surface

• Constant ride height
• Increased comfort
• Better driveability
• Increased stability
• Comfortable transportation of passengers
• Kneeling function for allowing passengers to enter
and exit the vehicle
• Better protection for fragile/delicate goods
• Kneeling function for loading and unloading goods
• Less wear on tyres/brakes
• More environmentally friendly, lower CO2 emissions
• Spare wheel remains under the vehicle
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ALLOY WHEELS - OPTION 1

ALLOY WHEELS - OPTION 2

ALLOY WHEELS - OPTION 3

18”x 8.0” TÜV Approved. Load rated 930kg

18”x 8.0” TÜV Approved. Load rated 945kg

18”x 8.0” TÜV Approved. Load rated 945kg
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